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1. Introduction 

At almost all magnetic laboratories, a: pulsed magnetic field on the order of HY Oe is 
used in investigations of the magnetic properties of condensed matter. This is explained by 
t':"o facts: first, to obtain a co~stant magnetic field exceeding 80 - 100 kOe is difficult in 
practice; second, even such a moderate field as (1-3)·1cY Oe enables the study of a broad •, 
range of physical problems connected with the change in states of magnetically ordered 
substances. At the si.une time, the physicists dealing with neutron research. make use . of 
pulsed magnetic fields rather'rarely, despite having sufficiently powerf~l neutron sources at . . . 
hand. Apparently, neutron physicists believe that to obtain a magnetic field exceeding .100 
- 150 kOe is a complex technical task. For instance, one of the available facilities carrying 
out •. neutron in~estigatioris in a pulsed magnetic field is called a "Diffractometer· under 
Extreme Conditio~s". For the physicist expert in magnetism, however,· a field of several 
hundred kOe is not extreme, by far. Of course, for neutron research. one needs to operate a 
pulsed magnetic facility more powerful and more complex thari the_ ordinary instruments at 
universities. There, for measurements by "classical" techniques (magnetization, -
magnetistriction effects, magnetic susceptibility; magnetocalorimetric , effects or for 
Moss bauer effect studies) even single pulses of a field are sufficient. In neutron research, it 
is necessary to. achieve multiple and stable long-term repetitions -of pulses in • order to 
obtain sufficient statistics. But experience has shown that such ~a pulsed field facility is 
hardly more complex than many of the contemporary neutron spectrometers· in use for ' 

_condensed matter research . 
. This paper can not be regarded as a review of existing neutron instruments using pulsed 

magnetic· fields, because there are only two such spectrometers o[ periodic action 
worldwide. At. most; it is- an attempt to review the existing but almost unutiliied · 
possibilities . to implement the pulsed field technique at neutron sources, both ·steady-state 
and . pulsed. We restrict 'Ourselves here mainly to analysis o[ . the -peculiarities of .. 
methodology that sh~uld be taken into consideratio~ when using a puis~ field in neutron 
investigations of condensed matter with differ~nt sources. 

· 2. Time and· magnetic field resolution 

· It is usuaily believed that when using pulsed neutron sources; 'the tinie resolution and 
the resolution of _the magnitude of the magneti_c field applied to the sample associated with 
it, are totally determined by the duration of the neutron burst. Actually; for a rapid change 
in the sample state,. these resolutions are det~rmined only by the degree of mixing of the· 
sample information· during its -transfer from the sample· to the ·recording system. In the 

cases considered below, this transfer is made by n~utrons of wavelength A. spread ov~r the · 

limited range. L1A.. If the distance between the sample and the detector is denoted ·by L2 

then the time ~es-~lution L1t ;, c x L; x L1A. , where c = 2.52 f.JSA:1 cm,·i. The quantity M is 

determined by the collimation of the neutron beam, the mosaicity of the· single crystal 
(monochromator or sample). or the wavelength range of the neutrons passing through the 
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sample at a given moment of time. As a result, one obtains ·the following expression for 
the time resolution [1]: . · 

L1t = c~(L211Af + (A.oL1L2)
2 • (1) 

where 

~ = [(. cL1 )

2 
+ (~)2]-o.s 

· -r • A.0L19 ' 
(2) 

L1 is the distance between the neutron source and the sample, Ts is the duration :of the 

source burst (in ,LL!'); LIB is the uncertainty in the ~alue of the B~agg angle related tothe 

sample mosaic structure and . beam. collimation, .and LIL2 is the· uncertainty in the flight 
distance related to sample size and detector thickness. In correspondence- with (1), (2), it is 
possible to' reach a tim~ resolution eq~al to 2-4 JlS. These relations are true for a steady-
state reactor ( -r, --7 e>0 ), as well. . 

For sinusoidal pulses .of a field with an amplitude Hm and a duration (half-period of the 
sine wave) TH, the relativ~ field resolution'is: 

L1H 7r.,.ti -- = - . Lit . cos 7r. • 
Hm .. Tw . TH. 

(3) 

It is . totally unjustified, when measuring the field dependence of the elastic neutron 
scattering intensity with. a pulsed neutron source, to make an effort to increase the 
magnetic field duration or to get a flat pulse top in order to consider the field magnitude 
as constant within the diffraction peak profile. The main limitation to the pulse repetition 
is connected with heating of the magnet. In experiments with diffraction on single crystals, 
information on the magnetic state is in only one, two or three, but not more, peaks which 
are separated by large time intervals and consequently can not be penetrated by one 
magnetic pulse. . . . ' c 

Thus, one ought to set the. duration of the pulses as near to the diffraction. peak duration 
as possible. Use of magnetic field pulses with a duration which is comparative to the 
diffraction peak widths; .permits· the frequency of these .pulses to be i~creased and by that, 
to decrease the time necessary- to obtain _the diffraction results. Usually, it is necessary in 
an experiment to get the dependence of the scattering intensity on the field value, starting 
from small magnitudes. In the case of short magnetic pulses, one obtains the scattering 
ability of the sample, as a function of the field .value, simultaneously .. 

3. Linear dependence of intensity on the. effective structure factor 

When using a pulsed magnetic field one has to get as high a neutron scattering intensity 
as possible. If the dependence of the orientation of the . magnetic sublattices on field 
magnitude is to be determined, one has to ensure the fulfillment of conditions ~here' the 
relationship between the intensity and the effective structure factor is .. considered 
unambiguously and is well known in advance. But, the conditions for applying the 
kinematic app;oximation, where intensity is proportional to the square of the structure 
factor, are not the optimum ones. 
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A substantially higher intensity can be ensured by making use of relatively thick 
·samples. If a crystal consists of sufficiently large crystallites, then· in a certain range of 
structure factor. values, the diffraction scattering intensity is .. proportional to the structure . 
factor [2]. Figure 1 shows the dependence I( F) which. illustrates this case. In the inte:val 
from F1 to Fz the diffraction on. each crystallite obeys the dynamic theory, but the 
scattering functions of different crystallites do not overlap. In other words, the overall 
intensitY is simply a sum of the reflected intensities from all crystallites of the sample. For 
higher F values, the linear dependence ·is broken due: to the overlap in the scatterlng 
functions of individual 'microcrystallites, i.e., du~ to secondary extinction. For ~ery small 
values of F in the "thick sample" case, we get a quadratic dependence. 
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Fig.! The dependence of. diffraction intensity 
on the . structure factor · F for a single . crystal 
consisting of large crystallites. At the condition 
r:1< F< Fz the dependence is close to linear. 

By properly selecting the Bragg angle and crystal thickness, one can locate ·Jhe 
corresponding range (F1Fz) where a change in F under th'e action of a magnetic field can 
be expected. Our experience has sho\\:n that for the majority of single crystals prepared by 
ordinary techniques, the "large crystallites" condition can be satisfied for diffraction 
reflections of moderate intensity, i.e.; using samples with a thickm!ss of several millimeters . 
permits a sufficiently broad range of linearity: Measu~ements with such crystals require a 
preliminary empirical selection of the·· openiting conditions appropriate to the specific 
physical task. Useful for. the purpose is the presence of different known phase states of the 
substance which can be initiated by changing the t~mperatun! or applying a w·eak magnetic 
field. In tum, we get rid of the rather laborious and essentially useless· procedure of 
determining such crystal parameters as mosaicity and crystallite sizes. The intensity of 
diffraction reflections corresponding to the linear dependence range can, in some cases, be 
an order of magnitude or. high~r compared to thin crystals · and the kinematic. 
approximation. 

4. Diffraction with a pul~ed magnetic field· at pulsed neutron sources 

The comparative characteristics of the different neutron sources that' can be used for 
condensed mattbr,research with a pulsed field are presented in th~ Table. Here P1 is the 
flux density of neutrons falling on the sample per field pulse; L1A.m = A. 01] I tg90 is the 

wavelength range connected with the mosaicity 1] of the crystal sample at 9o =·45~ 1] = 
5~ Thus, the value P1LUm equals the quantity of neutrons scattered per field pulse at full 

reflectivity from a crystal. · 
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a) Pulsing reactors 

Diffraction investigation.s in a pulsed maghetic field on the pulsing react~rs of JINR- . 
Dubna (IBR, IBR-30 and IBR-2) have been carried out since 1968 [3-16]. The present-day 
pulsed magne'ric facility, SNIM-2, operating at IBR-2 (2 MW) is described in refs. [17,18]. 
The duration of the magnetic pulses on this ·spectrometer, with' the magnets now in use, 
can be changed within limits from 500 to 2000 JlS. (The magnetic facility permits pulses' 
with a duration up to 5 '- 10 ms if magnets with a larger inductance are. used.) The 
amplitude of the pulses are now up to 200 kOe. However, the real possibilities of 'magnetic 
facility are limited only by th~magnets, at pres~nt. The current amplitude for 200 kOe is· 
about 50 kA, but the SNIM-2 permits' current pulses up to 120 - 150 kA to be obtained. 
The minimum temperature for measurements with a magnetic field' on' SNIM-2 is only 35 
K, at present. · · _ 

It'is necessary to note that the optimum time duration of tb.e theirnal neutron flush'for 
diffraction measurements is 1 - .3 ms. This is detemiined by the typical. duration of the 
magnetic pulses with the use of standard electrical equipment. Besides, at a magnetic pulse 
time duration of less than 500 ps, the real field resolution deteriorates, in· accordance with 

(3). ' 
SNIM-2 is suitable for the study of not only the structure of field induced quasi-stationary 
phase states, but also the kinetics of phase cJ::Ianges in single crystals. The stability of the 
facility operation·· and accuracy of · the measurements allow reliable identification of 
hysteresis loops at first order phase transitions with a'relative width 'of 0.5%· [19]. The 
most recent experiment on SNIM-2 was the observation of the weak antifeqoro'agnetism 
induced by an external field in· the rare earth orthoferrite HoFe03 and determination of the 
"antiferromagn~tic · susceptibility" associated with. the rare earth 'ions , [20]. This 
investigation pe~itted the very s~all, 0.05 /1B per ion, component ()f induced 
antiferrorriagnetic ordering to be registered which. has not been achieved by other methods. 

b) Single pulsed ~henna! reactors (SPTR) 

There are interesting possibilities for using pulsed fields on pulsed. thermal reactors 
which are operated in the regime of single. power pulses. At . their p~ak power, they 
produce neutron fluxes up· to 1017-1018 nl(cm2s), which are two to three orders of 
magnitude higher than the steady fl~xes produced by the most advanced research reactors. 
The time width of these pulses in the single burst regime is most commonly in the range 5 
- 50 ms, with the narrowest pulse width being about 2 ms . . The most numerous family of 
such neutron sources are the pulse reactors which are cooled and moderated by light water. 
These are the TRIGA, SPERT, PULSTAR, KEWB, liN reactors and others [21-26]. Near 
40 TRIGA reactors have been built and about of half of them hav~ a pulsing mechanism 
built into them. There are several homogeneous graphite reactors, TREAT, FLESH, IGR 
and BIGR [21,23,27,28,29]. The peak neutron flux for BIGR is about UP therm.n/(cm

2
s) 

·at the duration of the pulse about 2 ms. 
The diffractometer with a high pulsed magnetic field is ,used in condensed .matter 

research on the TRIGA-reactor of Technical University, Vienna, Austria [30,31]: The 
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reactor operates at a power of about 250 kW in a steady state regime, but permits single 

. (approximately once per hour) bursts of power up to 400 MW at ·a duration up to 30 ms. 
This ·magnetic facility is of non-periodic action. The change in the diffraction intensity for 
a single MnF2 crystal under a single magnetic pul~e i~ prese~ted in ~ef.[31]. The intensity 
was equal to only 30- 40 neutrons per pulse in each time channel with the width of 1 ms. 
The· single crystal samples with a pulsed magnet are disposed on _this instrument in the 
monochromatic neutron beam. This does not allow a sufficiently high intensity of 
diffraction scattering on the sample. If the crystal were disposed in the "white" neutron 
beam, it would permit an increase in intensity of one or two orders of magnitude. 

It follows from the :Table that on SPTRs, at ful( reflection from a single crystal with a 
mosaicity of 5' and an area of 1 cm

2
, it is possible to get (0.4-4)-JfY s~attered neutrons 

with a wavelength of 3 A per. magnetic pulse with a duration of 10 ms. At a~uratio~ of 
one time channel equal to 30 Jl.Sec, this means a count of 100 - 1000 neutrons per chanm:I. 
In such a case, the relative field resolution (in accordance ,with (3)) is &f!Hm $ 0.01. 

Optimization of sample sizes, to have a linear dependence between the intensity and the 
structure factor can produce a good neutron spectrum with several tens- of pulses of the 
reactor and magnetic facility. The low frequency of the SPTR is compensated for by 
higher peak flux and longer burst duration. The necessary information ·can be obtained 
with fewer magnetic field pulses than on the IBR-2 reactor. -

Practically, .because of the terminal strength of magnets, higher reactor power in the 
single burst regime. means, under the same_ conditions, the possibili_ty of making physical 
measurements at higher yalues of the magnetic field than with other neutron sources. If .the 
duration of a burst is equal to a several ten milliseconds, as on the Vienna TRIGA, there is 
~ p~ssibility. of, measuring the, diffraction simtdtaneously fr~m several crystallographic 
planes. The essential advantage of such reactors, in comparison with the steady state 
rea~tors and neutron sources of. periodic action, is the considerable simplification of the 
problems connected with magnet and sample cooling. Therefore, SPTRs in the single burst 
regime are the most suitable neutron· sources for u~e with a pulsed ;nagnetic .field of 300 -' 
800 kOe. In such a case the magnet can be used. without destroying it, but it is necessary 
to allow enough time for it cool it after each pulse (see, for· instan~e. refs.[3i,33]). · ·. 

Use of a pulsed magnetic field on· the SPTR is more appropriate for determining the 
structure of quasi-stationary states where, because of long relaxation. times, field pulses 
with rather long durations (5 - 10 nis) are necessary. 

c) Spallation sources 

Research with pulsed ·magnetic fields was developed since 1989. at· the KENS pulsed 
spallation neutron source ·of the National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK, 
Japan) [34-39]. The- device operates on a MRP · beamline (Medium Resolution 
Diffractometer under Extreme Conditions). The diffraction studies of the phase transitions 
in PrCo2Si2 and CsCuCl3 with magnetic field pulses with an amplitude up to 140 kOe 
were made. 

The neutron intensity relating for each pulse of the magnetic field of this facility is at 
least on two order less than at SNIM-2. It is necessary to note that the IBR-2 reactor 
(2MW, 5 s'

1
) has an advantage over pulsed neutron spallationsources due to its low power 
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pulse repetition and correspondingly largerinstantaneous flux of thermal neutrons. Because 
of the limited magnetic pulse freq~enc·y 'and-relatively high repetiti~n frequency of the 
spallation source, it'is possible to' use only a small number oftheneutrcin bursts (according c 

to· [35], only 1140). The maximum energy stored on.-the MRP diffractometer is 50kJ, in 
comparison with 300 kJ on SNIM-2. The operating conditions with thermal neutrims for 
condensed matter iesearch at KEK-NS are comparable to the conditions which were at 
IllR~30 (24 klV, 5 s'1). 

There are good verspectives for investi'gations_ with a pulsed magnetic field on the ISIS 
spallation source 1401. 'The average flux of thermal neutrons [41] at the possible sample 
position using a liquid hydrogen moderator is more than one order of magnitude greater 
than those now on SNIM-2 with a. water moderator. But, because of the higher repetition 
frequency in comparison with IBR-2. the count P1 of neutrons which can be used per 
pulse, for instance at a wavelength of 3 A, is less than on SNIM-2 '(see Table). 
· The data' for MRP-KEK in the Table are shown, assuming the use of·a liquid hydrogen 
moderator as at the ISIS source. 

For comparison, estimations of the intensity for ~ne or the projected a~cel~rator based 
· neutron sources, the European Spallation Source [42], are presented in the eighth column 
of the Table, as well. The average thermal neutron flux and other data were deduced by 
analogy from conditions at ISIS (the use of neutron _guides and a liquid hydrogen 
moderator). 

d) Research with a single pulSe of an ultra-strong magnet~c field 

An "ultra-strong" magnetic field is, a field of several MOe. In practice, such a field can 
be obtained only in the form.of very short singlepulses, when the magnet and its contents 
are destroyed: A field with an amplitude of up to (J-3)·Uf' Oe can be generated by a 
se~eral .MA pulse ~(current' fl6wing through. a mag~et (as a nile, a single coil is used in 
such case).· I~' orde~ to ~ea~hhigher field'. magnitudes, a preliminary pulse with an 
amplitude of about (1 -2)-1fY Oe with a. du;~tion of several hundred microseconds is 
gener~ted in a multiple coil magnet, and then,· when the field value is near its maximum 
magnitude, the magneticflux iscompressed by electromagnetic methods or by exploding 
the blasting charge which surrounds the magnet. Field pulses with amplitudes up to (3-
10)-1(/' Oe can ·been obtained by this· method at a pulse duration .of 5-10 ps [43-59]. ·To 

use such magnetic fields,· it is necessary to have a time' resolution of about /-2 ps. and a 
neutron intensity in the primary beam sufficient to measure the field dependence of the 
scattering with only one pulse of the' field. · · 

With the exception of nuclear .explosions, the most intense pulse fluxes of neutrons- are 
in the "fast burst reactors", Le., reactors with fast neutrons generating short po~er pulses 
due to self-extinction of the fission. An alloy of 235U and 1.5-10% Mo is used as the fuel 
in these reactors: HPRR, Super Kukla, Godiva IV. SPR II, SPR III. APRFR and Caliban 
[60~63]. For instance, the peak density of ne~ttron flux in the core of the' Sandiil Pulse 
Reactor, SPR-III [63], is equaJ to 7.4·1018ni(cm2s) at· a pulse width of 75 J.ls: ·· · · ·· · 

It is necessary to note that with diffraction on a single crystal in a magnetic field, there 
are serious re~trictions on the choice of scattering. angle. These restrictions are especially.· 
limiting with the use of ultra-strong fields where registration or' the scait~red beam is .. 
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possible only at an angle near a· or 180. relative to the primary beam. Measurements by 
neutron transmission through a single crystal may. be preferabl~ (see Fig.2) in such cases 
[64]. The magnet, with the sample and the detector, are set in th~ "white" beam of a pulse 
r~actor and the downfall in the spectrum, due to diffraction on the chosen crystallographic 
plane, is measured (see Fig.3). 

Fig.2 Disposition of equipment 
lvd ~ for a diffraction measurement using 

a pulsed neutron source with 
transmission · of - the neutrons 
through ·a single crystal: 
moderator; 2 - diaphragm, limiting 
the angle diapason of the neutrons 
falling ._on the sample; 4 - single 
crystal; 5 - magnet , with a 
horisontal field; 6 -· detector 

registering the beam of diffracted neutrons; 7 - detector registering the neutrons passing 
through the sample; 8 - moving slit diaphragm. 

Ht 
l 

i 

li 

o. 

-----

'ta 

(a) 

Fig.3 Measurement of the field dependence of 
diffraction scattering from a preset cryst~llograph~c 
plane: a) dependence of field value on time; b) time 
dependence for the intensity ·of the neutrons passing 
through a ·single .crystal: 1 - intensity without 
sample, 2 - with sample without magnetic field, 3 -
intensity at the change of the reflection possjbility of 
a single crystal under the action of a • magnetic field; 
Ta - time analizer channel width. , 

Let us introduce the following notations: L1A.1 = ~ is the degree of instantaneous 
. cL1 . 

monochromaticity of the primary beam; LU2 = A.0 1J I tg00 is the wavelength .range of 

neutrons scattered on the sample at a fixed angle of incidence, where _T/ is_the mosaicity of 

the crystal; L1A.3 = A.0a I tg00 is the wavelength range related to the angular divergence a 
of the incident neutron beam. In order to decrease the background contribution of neutrons _ 

- which are produced from the moderator sides and do not satisfy the. Bragg condition; it is 
advisable to limit the width of the visible portion of th~ moderator to the value lm 
determined by the condition L1A1 = L1A.3 • 
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Let P1h( A.)LiA. be the quantity of thermal neutrons in the interval L1A.. which are emitted 
from 1 cm2 of moderator surface per second. By approximating' the time shape of th~ 
reactor power burst _with a rectangular function of ~idth -r, and by taking into account. that 

the wavelength range LU of neutrons incident on the sample at any moment of time is L1A.1, 
for the number of neutrons incident on the sample per second we get: 

1 = h s-r; tg(J 0 P. (A. ) .. 
o . 2n c2 A.oL~ th o ' 

(4) 

where h is the height of the visible part of the ~oderator and s is the area of the sample. 
The probability of neutron scattering, and hence, the depth of the.downfall within the 

transmitted spectrum, can be characterized by the product of two coefficients. The first -.k 
- is the probability that an incident neutron satisfies the Bragg condition~ i.e., is in the 

interval L1A.2; consequently, 

lc A.o 1] LI "f -A' A' , 1 Ll/1,2 < L)A,J, 
k = -r, tg90 

1 , If L1A2 > LiA./. 

(5) 

The second coefficient -. K - is the probability of scattering for a neutron satisfyipg the 
Bragg condition. This coefficient is a characteristic of the scattering ability of the sample. 
It is determined by the correlation between the sample thickness, its mosaicity, the 
structure factor, and the magnitude of. the magnetic moments, and is dependent. on the 
external field magnitude. In ·the case of scattering saturation, the coefficient K = 1 
(neglecting absorption, and incoherent and inelastic scattering, as well). For the scatterjng 
intensity to be sufficiently ·dependent on the magnetic field, it is expedient· to make K 
substantially different from 1, for jnstance 0.3 - 0.5, which is usually easy .to ensure by 
selecting an appropriate sample thickness. Thus, the scattering intensity is 1, = kK/0 • 

Usually, .the SPR-type reactors do not have neutron moderators and channels for 
selecting thermal neutrons. Of course, these installations would considerably decrease- the . 
effective neutron flux. So, for the estimation of the intensity, we have taken the_ peak flux 
value of fast neutrons as only P = 1-1018 n/(cm2s) (see Table).' ' · 

Let J P,h(A.)dA. be equal to 0.15P, assuming that-only 15ofo of the fast ~eutrons become 

thermal as a result of moderation. Assuming that the thermal spectrum width is equal to 4 
A,- for A.o = 3 A and p = 1018 n/(cm2s): Prh(3A) = 1016 n/(cm2As). In the case where the 
distance between the moderator and the sarnpl~ L1 ~ 500 em, s = lcm

2
, h = 10 em, Oo = 

45~ T/ = 5: -r, = 70 J1.S and- K = 0.5, one obtai~s k ,;,_ 0.075, Io= 6.7-Jfl n/(2J1.S), I,= 2500 
n/(2J1.S), i.e., when using the reflection geometry, the relative statisti~ error for one 
channel with a width of 2 -J1.S is equal to 2%. A ·similar result can be . obtained in the 
reflection geometry at the SPTR (single pulsed thermal reacto~s) with the most powerful 

peak neutron fluxes. 
To use transmission geometry in an experiment, it is necessary .. to increase the flighL 

distance, that is LJ, and to decrease the effective neutron pulse width by using a movable 
diaphragm. This diaphragm is a vertical slit which crosses . the beam in a directio~ 
corresponding to a decrease in the scattering angle of the neutrons passing through the slit. 
The diaphragm velocity is set so that neutrons passing· !hrough the -slit . at different 
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moments of time fall on the sample simultaneously, i.e. vd = tg00e~1).;7/. Thls way, in the 

spectrum of neutrons transmitted through the sample, the "background" of neutrons 
·violating Bragg's law is decreased without changing the magnitude of th!! "effect". For a 
slit width which is chosen· on the basis of the relation ld = 71L3 , where Lj is the distance 

between the slit and the sample,' one gets a coefficient k close to unity. 
Having in mind that we measure the difference between two spectra - with the crystal 

_and without it - we get the following relation for the relative statistical error ·of the 
measurement of crystal scattering ability for the transmission geometry (at a channel widt_h 

of 2 fJ.S, per magnetic field pulse): 
~+(1-K) ,---

oK= IT 
7: s tgOo 

e L1 71 A.0 Kvlo 

.,< 

(6) 

Here lo is the neutron intensity on the sample in the absence of the movable diaphragm. 
For the above-given example, but at L1 = Jcfem and using the ~ovable diaphragm at a 

. dista~ce L3 = 700 em (ld = 1 em, vd = 1.33·/cf em!s), one obtains &(. = 1.75% for the 

transmission geometry. 
If the distance between the sample and the detector L2 = 30 em, and the sizes of the 

crystal and the detector are Ps = 0.2 em, Pd = 0.1 em, respectively, then for the above 
examples, the time resolutions are: for the case of registering the scattered beam at L1 = 
500 em, L1t = 3.5 ps; for the transmission geometry at L1 = 1000 em L1t is less than 2 JlS. 

· Using the beam of SPTR, i.e., a reactor with the burst· duration of 1 - 50 ms, the 
condition L1A.1 = L1A.3 is· not fulfilled. In such case the quantity of neutrons incident on the 

sample per second (without the diaph;agm) is-equal to 
hs 7: [· · 

10 = ~P,h(A.0 ), (7) 
2n cL1 • 

where lm is the width of the visible part of the moderator. For the relative statistical error 
with the transmission· geometry in the measurement of crystal scattering ability we obtain, 

inst~ad of (6), the following expression (at a channel width of 2 J.ts; per magnetic field 
pulse): ' 

., ' -J1- K + (1- K) ~2n-1g-c0:-0-uK = L1 (8) 
; K P,hhsl71A.0 

~f Prh = 1016 n/(cm2As), h = 10 em, lm = 20 em; L1 ::: 700 em, s = 1 cm
2
, Oo = 45~ 11 = 

s: 7:, = 70 Jls, K = 0.5, then in the transmission ge~metry on SPTR with P = J0
18

n!(cm
2
s), 

the values 10 = 6-Jcf n/(2J1S) and oK = 2%. 

5. Diffraction with a pulsed n-lagnetic field at a steady-state reactor 

As it follows from Section 2, diffraction measurements in pulsed magnetic ·fields are 
possible· on the neutron beams of a steady~state reactor. Such research was performed in 
1969 [65].-A relatively low-power pulsed magnetic facility was assembled and transported 
by a single truck to the WWR-C reactor (10 MW thermal power, Branch Establishment of 
Moscow Institute of-Physics and Chemistry in Obninsk, 100 _km from Moscow). ·only" 
three weeks were_ allocated for physical measurements. The experimental geometry was the 
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simplest one possible (see Fig.4): a spherical single crystal of hematite (a-FezOJ) with a, 
diameter of 9 mm was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperatures, and together with the pulsed 
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Fig.4 Geometry of a diffraction measurement at a 
5 steady-state reactor: I - "white'~ primary beam of 

neutrons, · 2 - the sing!~ crystal sample, 3 - the 
pulsed magnet, 4 - collimator, 5 - detector of. 
scattered neutrons. 
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Fig.5 A _neutron pattern for the ( 1 I 1) 
reflection obtained with an a-FezOJ single 
crystal, which was disposed in the "white" 
beam of a steady-state reactor. The ! \ 
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. magnetic field pulses had a half sine shape. 
Along the. horizontal axis are the channel 
numbers of the time analizer, each channel 

. having a width of 20 ps. 

magnet, was exposed to the "white". beam of the rea~tor instead of the usual single "crystal 
·neutron monochromator. The detector was located 190 em from the samph: with a 

scattering angle 2() = 22 o and· L1B := 0.4 °. The magnetic field was vertical. The pulses · 
from the detector were analyzed, by a multichannel time analyzer synchronized with the 
magnetic field pulses. 

Fig.5 illustrates a typical neutron diffraction pattern collected with a time analyzer 

channel width of 20 J.i,s. Here, the intensity change is connected with the ( 111) reflcctim1, 
_which . is . absent below the, Morin point, and_ appears due to 'rotation of the 
antiferromagnetism vector un~er the action of the magnetic field . perpendicular to the 
rhombohedral axis of the crystal. The constant background of the neutron spectrum comes 
from nuclear scatt~ring in the sample and scattering from surrounding objects. 
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Such neutron patterns as in Fig.5 were obtained with 3000 - 4000 pulses of the 
magnetic field. One of the physical results of the measurements was the hysteresis in the 

. dependence of scattering intensity on the magnetic field value (upward branch of the 
hysteresis loop corresponds to the increase in the pulsed field, and the downward, · 
·decreasing branch to the decrease in the field). These measurements were not continued 
because of the low power of the magnetic facility and the primitivness of the. pulsed 
magnet. 

One wonders why, in the 25 years since that time, such studies have not been carried 
out at any of the steady~state reactors, albeit the field range 100 - 300 kOe is not less 
useful for studying the magnetic characters of con.densed matter than 50 - 100 kOe, using 
superconducting magnets. 

The estimations for the HRF-reactor (ILL, France, 57 MW) are presented in the Table, 
assuming the use of a mirror neutron guide as on the H-22 beamline [66] of this reactor. 
Here, the intensity /1 is for 5 ms. It is possible to generate pulses up to 200 kOe'with a 

. duration of 500 J1S on SNIM-2 in the operating volume about 1 cm3 with a ~epetition rate 
• of 5 s'1• As the frequency of pulses with a 5 ms duration can be ten times less than at the 

duration of 0.5 ms on SNIM-2, because of induced heating of the magnet, it can be seen 
that the conditions for obtaining the necessary counts for one diffraction peak at A. = 3A on 
the HRF-reactor are only three times worse than on SNIM-2-IBR-2 with its methane 
moderator. 'Of course, the advantage of using pulse sources is the absence of the 
"background" connected with reflections of other orders and inelastic scattering. 
Apparently, diffraction 'measurements in the "white" beams of steady state reactors are 
possible for sufficiently intense reflections. A neutron pattern· for a sample of hematite, 
similar to the one used with the WWR-C (Obninsk) reactor, in a magnetic field of 120 -
150 kOe with a statistical error of 2% at a time channel width equal to 4 JlS, can be 
obtained on the HRF ~eactor in /-2 hours. If the interplane distance of the sample is near 
that of the monochromator, or the mosaicity of the sample is large, the· intensity can be 
sufficient if the sample is placed in a monochromatic beam of neutrons. 

The measurement efficiency on steady state reactors can be increased by simultaneous 
registration of reflections from several crystallographic planes. 

· For sufficiently large distances between the sample and the detector, the magnetic 
reflections of different orders become separated in time. For instance, if, in the case of 

hematite, L2 = 200 c m, () = 19.JO and the magnetic pulse duration TH = 1000 J1S, then the 

magnetic reflections (Ill) and (333) are obtained at A= 3 A and A = j A, respectively, and 
I 
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12 

Fig:6 The scheme of separating. the 
( 11 1) and ( 333) magnetic reflections for 
hematite for measurement on a ste!ldy
state' reactor. The time dependence of 
the magnetic field is shown at the top, 
the corresponding neutron time pattern 

r is presented below. 
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become completely sep.arated (schematically shown in Fig.6) .. Here, if the collhnation of 

the beam LiB= 10', then the time resolution Lit ·is equal to 12.5 J1S for(/ II) and about 4 

J1S for ( 333 ). Correspondingly, the field resolutions at the pulse start and at the end are 
. equal to 4% for (I 11) and J.:J% for (333). · 

6. Use of a pulsed magnetic field with inelastic neutron scattering 

The most obvious task is to measure the change in the dispersion curves under th~ action 
ofa magnetic field. Figs.7a and7b illustrate two possible geometries for inelastic coherent 
scattering measurements using ·a pulsed magnetic field at a pulsed neutron source. 

In the. case of preliminary monochromati~n of the primary neutron beam, by me~s of. a 
velocity selector or a crystal monochromator, it is· possible to measure the intensity of 
neutrons undergoing' inel;stic scattering in several crystallographic directions, 
simultaneously. For this,' the wave vector of the incident neutrons has to match, ·in size and 
direction, one of the reciprocal lattice vectors (see Fig.7a). Analysi's of the' energy of the 
scattered neutrons obviously has to be done by the time-of-flight technique. 

(a) + L: ~ I I (b) + I + + 

"'://~ + + I I+ + + + 
I 

I 

ks3 +I I A+ 

I 
I 

+ k I' + II + 

.I +/ ~sl "- .. +I I + I ' -A.'';::; + 

+ I 'I F. •. 't • f + 

Fig. 7 Diagrams of the measurement of dispersion dependencies using a pulsed neutron 
source· and pulsed magnetic field: k; is the wave vector of falling neutrons; ksn are the 
wave vectors of scattered neutrons. a) "direct" geometry of the experiment · ~ with the 
monochromatizatiori of primary neutro~s and simultaneous measurement (by the time-of
flight-method) of a neutrons scattered in a few crystallographic directions; b) "inverse" 
geometry, when the sample is disposed in the "white" primary beam of neutrons and 
monochromatization of the second beam provides the necessary magnon direction. 

In measuring dispersion curves in the inverse geometry [67]; the "white" primary 
neutron beam has to be directed along a preset crystallographic direction of the sample and 
the-scattered neutrons have to be monochromatized according to the condition '(see Fig:7b, 
analogous to operations with tlie PRISMA spectrometer [68], ISIS): · 

sinP' 
k,l= -r.-.-. (9) 

~~ . 
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where 1: = ltl is the magnitude of the reciprocal lattice vector in the ·vicinity of the 

measured magnons, p is the scattering angle and rp is the angle betwee~ the given 

· crystallographic direction and 't. Fig.8 shows two diagrams corresponding to the change in 
magnon energy under the action of the applied pulsed magnetic field. The hatched peaks 
correspond to magnons at H' = 0, other peaks correspond to magnons under the action of 
the field. All peaks in Fig.8 are matched with the magnetic ·field pulse by the 
corresponding time delay associated with the flight time of scattered neutrons over the 
distance between the sample and the detector. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that 
the field pulse has a sine-wave form, i.e., H = Hm sin.il(t- tH) where tHis the time delay 

I 

of the magnetic pulse with respect to the -~tart pulse of the neutron source. Fig.8a 
illustrates the case when the energy qf the· primary neutrons, corresponding to scattering on 
magnons, is reduced by the applied field. For the cr~ation of a magnon, this means that the 
vaiue of co(k) in the magnetic field decreases. And contrariwise, in the case of scattering 

with magnon annihil~tion, the quantity co(k)_ in the. magnetic •field increases. Fig.8b 

illustrates a counter process, where the incident neutron energy is increased by the applied 
field. At least, for relatively small magnitudes of the magnetic field, one can suppose thut 
the change in the dispersion curve is proportional to the field ·magnitude, i.e., the neutrons 
that s~tisfy the conditions for inelastic scattering on magnons have wavelengths 

A.H(t) = ..1.0 +a sin.il(t- tH), where A.o is the neutron w~velength for a magnon peak in the 

absence of the field. The straight line in the figure is used to show the change in 
wavelength of neutrons falling on the· sample. New magnon peaks occur at the intersection 
of·this line with the curve A.H(t) as shown in Fig.8a, for a>O, and in Fig.8b, for a<O. As 

seen in Fig.8, if tH > t0 for a>O or (tH + TH) < t0 for a<O, where to is th~ location of the 

magnon peak at H.;, 0, in addition to the initial magnon peak present in the neutron. 
pattern, we get two magnon peaks' of the same excitation branch which <;:orrespond' to the 
two values of the · magnetic field. If t H < t0 < (t H + TH), the ·initial ~agnon peak 

disappears and there is only one magnon peak. 

~~·~,.) 

rr=b 
t0 ~ t1 t2_ : t 

(b) 

'l.(t) 

Fig.8 Time relations. between the field 
pulse H(t) and the positions of the magnon 
peaks with "inverse" geometry: a) the case of 
a decrease in the primary neutron energy 
under the action of the field, b) the case of 
an increase in the primary ·neutron energy . in 
a magnetic field. 
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In such an experimental arrangement; the value of the applit;d field corresponding to the 
rnagnon peak is, to some extent, a random quantity and it is necessary to measure the field · 
pulse form precisely. Only for field pulses with a quasi-rectangular shape (with an 
extended flat top) can Jhe change in 'co(k) be measured by .giving certain preset values of 

the field. 
In contrast to the optimal conditions for diffraction measurements with ·a pulsed 

magnetic field on a pulsed neutron source, wh~re the duration of the source burst is near 
the duration of the . magnetic · p~lse, it is "advisable in the case of measurements with 
'inelastic coherent scattering in inverse geometry (with monochromatization of scatteted 
neutrons) to have a burst duration which is considerably less than the duration of the 
magnetic field pulse in order to get good field ·and energy resolutions. This condition is 
·especially easy to satisfy on the· ISIS spallation source where, for- instance at a. neutron· 
wavelength of 3.5 A. the half-height neutron pe'ak spread is 10 J.IS [40]. · · 

Of course, measurements of inelastic scattering using a pulsed magnetic field are 
possible only on neutron sources with 'the highest peak thermal neutron fluxes: The 
measurement duration. that is necessary for determining the phonon or magnon peak. 
position on SNIM-2-IBR-2 (in inverse geometry) and on the spectrometers of ISIS is from 
0.25 to 20 hours for samples with a volume of several cm3, depending on the geometry of 
scattering and the value of the neutron energy change. The duration of ~easurements with 
a magnetic field will be increased in correspondence with the decrease in pulse frequency, 
relative to the neutron source frequency. The frequency of pulses with an amplitude from 
120 to 200 kOe and a duration of 1000 J.IS, on SNIM-2, is about 5/2 sec·1

• However, for 
inelastic scattering measurements, it is necessary to increase the operating volume for the 
sample by several times in comparison ,with diffraction measurements and to increase the 

· duration of the pulses by several times. 
For an approximate estimate, it"is possible to say that the heat emission in the magnet 

per pulse for inelastic scatteringinvestigations in a 120 - 200 kOe- field will be 5-10 times 
more than for diffraction measurements. Correspondingly, the duration 'of the 
measurements will be increased approximately 10 times in comparison with measurements 

. withoht the field. T\l,erefore, at present, one may apparently hope for measurements not of 
full dispersion curves but only of limited sections of these curves; · 

There is a· possibility to increase . 'the measuring efficiency by using several 
mono~hromators with corresponding detectors in the secondary beams, keeping condition 
(9) satisfied for e,ach of them, ·as o~ · the PRISMA. spectrometer: Since· the measured 
~agnon peaks along all scattered beam directions have to be in the region of the magnetic 
pulse, the U>tal angular range of scattering can not be too large. 

7. Kinetics of phase transitions and small angle scattering of neutrons 

As it was remarked above, investigations of the kinetics of first order phase transitions 
are made ;it the SNIM-2 facility of the IBR-2 reactor. The obtained hysteresis patterns do 
not have a solid explanation yet, but at .any rate, ~it is possible to believ~' that they are 
connected, first of all, with a time delay in the movement 'of the domain walls. In the 
future, the SNIM-2 facility will be i:~mpleme~ted by a source of recta11gular magnetic field 
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pulses pf amplitudes up to 30 - 50 kOe, 'durations up 300 J1S and front durations of 2 JlS. 
The critical fields for some phase transitions, for example at the spin-flop transition, are 
equal to 40 - 80 kOe. In such cases, superimposing two pulses [69] would simpler: a half
sine. wave pulse with an amplitude which does not quite reach 'the critical value and a 
second pulse on top of it with a relatively small amplitude but with good rectangular form. 
The use of rectangular magnetic field pulses and improvement of the time resolution up to 

1-2 J1S will permit a better understanding o( these hysteresis phenomena to be achieved. 
Then, we can proceed to the research of relaxation processes at phase reconstruction, 
which are directly connected :with magnon-phonon and magnon-m.agnon interactions. 

The te~hnique of rectangular pulses may also .be used in neutron diffraction research of 
phase decay processes. When a magnetic field exceeds the critical value, corresponding to 

· the metastability limit at a first order transition, i.e., to the spinodaly point, the phase state 
becomes absolutely unstable and it disintegrates .by means of the spontaneous appearance 
and growth of new phase domains, It is possible to try to observe dynamic-type magnetic 
solitons in this process of disintegration. By this we mean spatially localized excitations in 
magnetically ordered substances which can originate at first order magnetic. phase 
transitions [70,71]. As an e~ample, radial distribu,tions of "magnetic densities" for spherical 
solitonic excitations in an antiferromagnetic substance under ·a magnetic field directed 
along the anisotropy axis, are presented in Fig.9. In this case, Q corresponds to the value · 

of the . imtiferromagnetism vector component which is normal to the ·anisotropy axis, p 
corresponds to the ra~ius (both in reduced units). The magnitudes n = 1; 2, 3 designate · 
solitons of the first three orders. 

30,-----~----------------. 

Q 20 

10 

ol~ I 
0 2 3 4 5 

p 

Fig.9 Radial distribution of the 
"magnetic density" in a spherical 
soliton originating at a first order 
phase transition. 

Spherical solitons of analogous configurations can originate at other first order 
reorientation phase transitions. It follows from theory that when the field value corresponds 
to the metastability range, the formation of solitons has a threshold character, i.e., at each 
value of the field, the soliton energy can have values starting from a definite value. The 
energy of such excitations decreases near the spinodaly points. At disintegration of the 
phase state, the soliton· energy becomes . negative relative to the initial state, i.e., solitons 
ca~ arise spontaneously. The radius of such solitons is on the order of 100 A. Magnetic 
solitons are virtually the ordered germs of a new phase state. Whereas, at a field value less 
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than the spinodaly point, the eme~ging solitons collapse, it is possible to expect that above 
the spinodaly p~int they can become the macroscopic domains of ii new phase state. 

The dynamic type magnetic .solitons are exotic objects in the physics of condensed 
matter, and have not been obser~ed in experiments, yet. It is possible .that the phase 
transition represents an u~ique situatio~ .in which they ·can be manifested. But, this is not a 
simple task in an experiment. The preset value of the field should be reached quickly so 
that phase reconstructio'n by means c;f the growth of domains originating at different 
inhomogeneities '(impurity inclusions, crystallite boundaries,· domain· boundaries of 'the. 
initial state) will not materialize before ·the metastability ·state is reached. The specific 
character of the solitons, as different from other germs of the new phase, ·consists in the 
fact that they have a definite configuration (amplitude and form), are. described by. the 
motion equations, have a relatively small size and, possibly, a comparativelylong lifetime. 
Therefore, it is possible totry.to extrai:tth~ neutron diffractionon solitons from-diffraction 
scattering on the bulk of a cry~tat: . . ·. . " 

First of all, if the mo~aicity of the crystal. i~ small enough, the entire intensity of the 
diffraction peak in the process of phase reconstruction should be appreciably increased due 
to the small size of the solitons originating in large quantity at the phase disintegration. 
Besides, the soliton configuration should be manifested in a. definite angle distribution of 
the neutron diffraction near the Bragg direction. In the last case, the. standard ·technique of 
small angle scattering near the Bragg position of. the crystal is applicable: The only 
complications are connected with the necessity of quick changes in the field· value· and with 
the time analysis. of the ne~tron scattering. · · · . · . 

8. Conclusion 

At present, there is experience in using pulsed magnetic fields in. neutron investigations 
at the pulsed ~eactors IBR (6 kWinthe rare burst regime), IBR-30 •andiBR-2and at the 
spallation source KEK; In addition, several . diffraction ineasure~ents • with -~ pulsed field at 
a~teady state reactbr are kn~wn. Not only the pulsed neutron sources are suitable for such 
research. Steadycstate reactors with a high flux of thermal neutro"n;· are appropriate for 
diffraction investig~tions on '·single crystals with a pulsed magnetic 'fi6ld on the order of 

· I rf Oe. Single pulsed thermal i:eacto~s in th~ single burst regime are also suitable' for 
diffraction measurements. The instantaneous flux of thermal neutrons 'at the IBR-2 reactor, 
at the spallation source of ISIS and at designed spallation sources with power of about 5 
MW is sufficient for some experiments using inelastic· coherent scattering· on single crystals" 
with a pulsed ~agnetic field of such value. The IBR-2 re~ctor is especiallysuitable due to 
its low cycle frequency. The peak flu~ of certain single pulse neutio~· sources permits ·the 
possibility of diffraction experiment~ with ultra-stror{g magnetic fiel.ds (> 10~ Oe)~ 

In our opinion, the use of. a pulsed magnetic field in combination with neutron 
scatteriil.g may be prospective for the following research: 

1) Deterrninatioir of quasi-stationary magnetic structures induced by an external field. 
2) Studying reorientatio~ kinetics and reiaxatimi processes at first order IIiagnetic phase 

transitions. . 
3) Investigation of magnetic interactions by means of measurlng·dispe~si<m r~lations at 

the action of ail. extern_al field using inelastic c_oherent neutron scattering. 
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4) The quest for "exotic" magnetic excitations - quasi-particles: in crystals, such as 
spatially localized dynamic . type solitons, which probably originate at the first order 
transition. For that, it is possible to use diffraction measurem-ents at the phase 
disintegration, 'including small angle diffraction scattering near· the Bragg . positions of the 
crystal: · · 

Considerations expressed in this work are ·applicable not only to the use of pulsed 
magnetic fields in neutron investigations, but they are also true for. other' cases of 
condensed matter research at abrupt changes of an external action,_ for example, at pulsed 
pressures or pulsed electric fields, 

_'.,~ ' 

Thanks are due to K.Krezhov and Yu.N.Pokotilovskii for very useful discussions of the 
perspectives of usl~g pulsed magnetic fields in combination with pulsed. neutron sources 
and to Ann Schaeffer for help in preparing the paper for publication. 
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